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OMA, ISC TO MERGE IN
DEPARTMENT SHIFT





PLAN AHEAD. GET AHEAD.
MMER WITH PURPOSE.
Registration for Summer
Quarter is Thursday, May 7.




SHIPBOARD QUALITY CONTROLTECHNICIANS NEEDED
FOR COMMERCIAL SALMON FISHERY.
JUNE 21-JULY 20
PAY IS $150/DAY + ROUND TRIP AIRFARE
FROM SEATTLE.
PREFER PEOPLE AGE 20+. SEND RESUME TO:
MKBUCKLEY(S)GMAILCOM
FOLLOW YOUR PASSION,
THEN PLAN YOUR CAREER
Expand your career options with the
Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required
JOIN US FOR AN INFORMATION
SESSION ON APRIL 28TH.
6-7 p.m. in Pigott 416
RSVP: www.seattleu.edu/brmbaRSVP









Register with the code SUMMER100 for a
$100 discount on a summer classroom course!
Our study was run in the spring of 2014 and includedall qualifying students in all ourclassroom
courses. To qualify for the study, studentshad to take all 6proctored practice exams given during
the course. Repeat studentsand online coursestudentswere excluded. Datawas calculatedby the
































©21 ARRESTED AT PROTEST FOR WORK-ERS’RIGHTS
OCALL FOR AN END TO CATCALLINGAND SEXUAL VIOLENCE
QUADSTOKED FOR QUADSTOCK
BRACE YOURSELF, WAC IS COMING
©REORGANIZATION MEANS LOSINGCOMMUTERS’VOICES
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COME TO THE SPECTATOR OFFICE IN THE
CAMPION BASEMENT, MON DAYS AT 7 PM.







































STWTS WHEAT-PASTING NIGHT-As part
of International Anti-Street Harassment Week,
the awareness organization Stop Telling Women
to Smile (STWTS) held a wheat-pasting night on
April 17. Women all around the world were en-
couraged to post pictures on walls of themselves
with words protesting street harassment.
STWTS is an art project headed by Tatyana
Fazlalizadeh, who isbased in Brooklyn, N.Y. that
uses oil paintings among other mediums to let
women speak out against being harassed on the
street.
“Street harassment isa serious issue that affects
women worldwide. This project takes womens
voices, and faces, and puts them in the street-
creating a bold presence for women in an en-
vironment where they are so often made to feel
uncomfortable and unsafe,” said in a mission
statement on their website.
Tire wheat-pasting event is meant for women to
fill walls around the world, most of them close to
sidewalks where women often face harassment, in
order to speak out against catcalls and whistles.
STWTS provided templates for posters to allow
women from all across the world to show then-
displeasure with how they are treated on the
street. The posters were placed on walls from Ber-
lin to Mexico City.
BEACHED WHALE SOUTH OF WESTPORT-A whale that washed up south ofWestport has sparked
curiosity among scientists. The cause of death is unknown, though the whale appeared to be relatively
healthy at first. A 25-foot 8-inch female arrived unexpectedly, though beached whales are becoming
more of a common occurrence in Washington State. Cascadia Research has been working alongside the
state Department of Fish and Wildlife, as well as the Westport aquarium to examine the one-year-old
whale. Tissue samples from the whale will be looked at in order to see whether the genetics, contamina-
tion or pathology was the cause ofdeath. However, the whale had been recently feeding on small fish, so
the first instinctof local scientists was to assume that the cause of death was natural.
The International Whaling Commission estimates the population of Humpback whales in the North
Pacific is 22,000, which was aided by the improved management of whaling exploits that began in the
1970s. Though, with whales popping upon beaches, there may be cause for concern that whales aren’t
living as freely as they once did. Humpback whales have been protected since the 1960s, and have shown
a steady rise in population figures. However, environmental impacts on top of whaling can make it dif-
ficult for whale populations to continue increasing.
v
CITY EMPLOYEES GIVEN PAID MATER-
NITY LEAVE—The Seattle City Council has vot-
ed to give expecting mothers four weeks of paid
maternity leave. The decision will grant city em-
ployees paid time oft', whether they birth a child,
adopt or become foster parents. The U.S. is one
of eight countries worldwide where paid mater-
nity leave isn’t already in place. The bill will cost
about $1.35 million a year, and is expected to be
included in Mayor Ed Murray’s future budgets.
Countries such as Canada offer up to 50 weeks of
paid leave, which is a starkcontrast to workers in
America who often use up a majority of vacation
and sick days to spend time with newborns, only
to come back to work a few weeks later. The reso-
lution could be a stepping-stone for a change in
policy for many businesses not just in Seattle, but
nationwide. The bill does not cover any working
mothers in the private sector.
Council member jean Godden was still proud
of the outcome, and called it a “momentous day
for our city.” She was one of the policy makers at
forefront of the ruling.
V
BOMB THREAT SUSPECT TAKEN INTO
CUSTODY— On April 20, the Seattle Police De-
partment took into custody the Seattle Universi-
ty student suspected to have placed handwritten
bomb threats around the school. The notes were
found on Friday morning in women’s restrooms,
two in the Engineering Building and two in the
Pigott Building. Public Safety quickly notified
SPD for assistance, evacuated the two buildings
and sent out notifications to the campus com-
munity. They conducted floor-by-floor searches
and by 11: 30 a.m., the clear was given for normal
operations and classes to resume. Notes were also
found at Swedish Medical Center’s Cherry Hill
and James Tower locations on Saturday morning.
Executive Director of Public Safety Tim Marron
said in an e-mail statement to the campus com-
munity that the threats were not deemed cred-
ible and there is no reason to believe there is any
for additional concern.
f
CREDIT CARD CEO INCREASES EM-
PLOYEE EARNINGS— A Seattle credit-card-
payment processing firm has given ail its employ-
ees a raise, with even the lowest standing clerk
set to earn $70,000 a year. Gravity Payments,
founded by current CEO Dan Price, has set out
on a landmark decision to give its employees a
living wage. Price founded the company when he
was just 19, while he was attending the Univer-
sity of Washington. His salary will also change
to S70.000 though he will take a pay cut from his
current $1 million a year pay. The average salary
at the firm is $48,000, though now 70 of the 120
workers will receive a raise, with 30 people even
doubling their earnings. Price will use his pay cut
as well as the companies $2.2 million expected
profits to give the raises. The decision paves the
way for what has become a hotly debated issue in
America: the vast difference in earnings of execu-
tives and their workforce.
“The market rate for me as a CEO compared to
a regular person is ridiculous. It’s absurd,” Price
said. Not many CEOs will be willing to give up
their lush salaries, but for the people on payroll
at Gravity Payments, they are happy their boss is
Rooking out for them. .
Chaucermay be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com
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OCCUPY SU: A CRY FOR WORKERS’ RIGHTS
Jason Bono
Staff Writer
Twenty-one protesters were arrested
for civil disobedience last week-
many of whom are members of the
Seattle University community. On
Wednesday, April 15, faculty and stu-
dents were apprehended at 12th and
Union after occupying Seattle Uni-
versity. The voices of students, work-
ers and activists were among many
speaking up in solidarity with a na-
tionwide movement.
“We’re not going to let business go
on as usual... because something is
wrong,” said Adjunct Professor of
communications Louisa Edgerly.
As one of those taken into custody
last week, Edgerly stands with not
only her fellow faculty members at Se-
attle U, but also with workers across
the nation fighting for awareness
about the invisible struggle workers
face every day.
The protest began at 3:30 p.m. in
Cal Anderson Park, as a crowd gath-
ered around prominent workers’
rights and pro-union activists sharing
their stories and struggles with wages.
Fast food employees, union organiz-
ers, students, healthcare workers and
adjunct faculty cheered them on. Or-
ganizations like Working Washing-
ton, a grassroots mobilization group
for workers’ rights, and The Social-
ist Alternative, the political party of
Councilwoman Kshama Sawant, were
present to fight against the common
difficulties these people share.
“We’re out here today to make sure
all the universities know, and all the
employers in Seattle know, that we’re
going to keep the pressure up un-
til every worker in Seattle actually
makes a living wage,” said a repre-
sentative for the Socialist Alternative,
Kaylin Nickleson.
Moving from the park, this small
portion of a nationwide protest for
higher wages met up with a larger
group from downtown and then
turned towards Seattle U. This mas-
sive mobilization ofworkers was one
of many, Nickleson said, as the fight
for living wages on the April 15 took
place fromOrlando to Los Angeles.
Holding signs and chanting slo-
gans, they made their way into cam-
pus and occupied Pigott. Workers,
students and even city council mem-
ber Kshama Sawant made remarks
on the condition of workers includ-
ing adjunct faculty. As she finished
speaking the halls echoed with shouts
of, “Whose schools? Our Schools.”
The protesters then marched out
of Pigott and to 12th and Madison,
where a small circle of Seattle U stu-
dents, adjunct faculty, as well as other
members of the community sat in the
middle of the intersection in an act of
civil disobedience.
“I love this showing of solidarity
I’m seeing out here, everyone com-
ing together from labor rights activ-
ists, food workers, healthcare workers
and Seattle U adjunct professors, and
I think it’s fantastic,” said sophomore
Dylan Gnatz as he watched on from
the sidewalkwith other protesters.
As one by one the sitting protest-
ers were taken into custody by Seattle
Police, the crowd surrounding them
sang pro-union songs, shouting again
and again, “We’ve gotyour back.”
Reflecting on the events, Edgerly
stressed that the goal of their actions
was to empower workers across the
country and to address issues she and
other adjunct faculty have with Seat-
tle U. For her, the situation of adjunct
professors is more than just a salary
problem. She believes that pressure
these professors face from having
short-term or last-minute contracts,
class to class wages, limited tenure
tracks and little respect from the ad-
ministration ultimately hurts the stu-
dents of Seattle U.
“Our working conditions are their
learning conditions,” Edgerly said.
Adjunct professor of Political Sci-
ence Larry Cushnie agreed with Edg-
erly and sees the protests of adjunct
faculty as more than just about wages.
In his opinion, the efforts for union-
ization at Seattle U is part of a nation-
wide push against corporatization of
university systems. He worries that
adjunct faculty are not taken serious-
ly, or given ample resources to fully
help students.
“I never felt that I was in an an-
tagonistic battle... What I’ve thought
about is what is going to be the best
outcome for students, and what is it
that can be done so that the university
can uphold its mission,” Cushnie said.
Many adjunct professors expressed
concern over the silence from the ad-
ministration over a recent poll for
unionization taken of adjunct faculty.
The results of the poll have still not
been released.
The administration responded to
the protest in a press statement given
to KIRO 7 news. They expressed a de-
sire to work with the protesters and
spoke of their own commitment to
APRIL 22. 2015
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the University’s mission.
“It is a disagreement over means,
not the end. We share the same goal of
supporting our adjunct faculty, who
like all faculty are important contrib-
utors to our Jesuit Catholic inspired
educational mission,” administration
said in the official statement.
Tim Marron and other members
of Public Safety share this concern,
as they worry over the precedent of
outside events occupying the campus.
Unlike other movements like Adjunct
Walkout Day, the Occupy SU protest
did not work through the university’s
mechanisms to allow protest and
event management.
For Marron, this developing prec-
edent raises important issues about
protests on campus. With little co-
ordination, public safety has to
spread their resources thin and c
oncerns arise over liability as well as
legality of unauthorized marches on
private universities.
Yet as those 21 protesters were led
into police buses that evening, the
protest’s trending twitter tag #just-
thebeginning revealed that this single
event was not the end of the nation-
wide movement for living wages.
Jason may be reached at
jbono@su-spectator.com
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STUDENT DEVELOPMENT TO REORGANIZE
TO KEEP UP WITH CHANGING STUDENT BODY
JennaRamsey
Staff Writer
Every student has different needs. De-
pending on where you’re from, how
much money your family makes, your
race and countless other factors, you
probably find that certain depart-
ments at Seattle University are bet-
ter suited than others to make you
feel at home.
But with the announcement of a
complete reorganization of the Di-
vision of Student Development, this
may not be the case for long. While
some facultyand students feel that the
merging together of departments and
physical moving of office spaces will
improve student life, others see it as a
destructive change that will take away
a sense ofcomfort from campus.
It’s been over a decade since any
major changes have been made to the
division, and in that time, Seattle U’s
student population has diversified in
almost every way imaginable. Each
yearbrings in more students of color,
more international students, more
veterans and more students from
families with low incomes.
After years of considering adjust-
ments to various departments to keep
up with the changing face of the stu-
dent body, administration has decid-
ed on a complete realignment of the
division. Goals for the reorganization
include increasing student retention
rates, boosting on-time graduation
and emphasizing the “No Wrong
Door Policy,” the idea that any stu-
dent can walk into any office within
Student Development and receive the
information they need.
Vice President of Student Develop-
ment Michele Murray said there were
several factors that informed the re-
alignment decision.
“Because we have a lot of things
shifting within our student demo-
graphics, it was just important for us
to take a look at how effective we are
at delivering our services,” she said.
“The work we’re doing now is really
good; It’s just not as effective as it
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needs to be.”
Student surveys and statistics
have revealed a number of problems
that indicate a need for change. Last
year, an unexpected dip in retention
rates—particularly among junior year
students—raised concern.
“Usually with retention decisions,
students will decide to leave sometime
during their first year,” said Assistant
Vice President for Student Develop-
ment and Director of Multicultural
Affairs Monica Nixon. “But to have
students who’ve already decided to
be here—and then they leave—it just
made us think, were there opportu-
nities we missed in connecting with
these students?”
On top of that, the retention rate
for first-year students is currently at
88 percent, ranking Seattle U No. 18
among the 28 Jesuit institutions in the
US. The Division ofStudent Develop-
ment aims to raise that rate to 91 per-
cent in the coming years.
In addition to raising retention
numbers, the divisional realignment
intends tohave studentsbecome more
involved with the school. One change
Murray strongly advocated was mov-
ing the Learning Community pro-
gram out of Housing and Residence
Life so that learning communities
that aren’t residentially based can
receive more attention. The learning
communities, which Nixon and Mur-
ray both said can work as powerful
tools to foster student engagement,
currently have a 53 percent approval
rating from students.
According to Murray, the main
problem with the way the Division of
Student Development is currently set
up is that it unintentionally gives stu-
dents the impression that there is only
one place on campus where they be-
long. While transfer students may feel
they can only go to the Commuter &
Transfer Student Life office for help,
students of color may think the Office
of Multicultural Affairs is the only
place for them.
This is where the No Wrong Door
Policy comes in. In theory, the re-
alignment will make it easier for
students to find help wherever they
choose to go, regardless of what cat-
egories their questions may fall into.
To achieve this goal by unifying the
division, several departments will
merge together: Student Activities
with Leadership Development; New
Student and Family Programs with
Commuter and Transfer Student Life;
Learning Communities with Organi-
zational Leadership; and the Office of
Multicultural Affairs (OMA) with the
InternationalStudent Center (ISC).
“I think we have to be continually
asking ourselves how well we’re serv-
ing our students,” said Director of
Commuter and Transfer Student Life
Diane Schmitz. “So if we’re going to
be nimble enough to be responsive to
student needs, then we have to lookat
how we’re structured.”
But with change inevitably comes
confusion and fear. For many stu-
dents, the realignment is upending
the departments they’ve come to rec-
ognize as their homes at Seattle U.
One cause for student con-
cern is that OMA and ISC are
merging together to become one
department, tentatively called the
Intercultural Center.
Freshman Nicolas Cruz, a student
who has been heavily involved with
OMA since coming to Seattle U, said
he is worried that the separate pur-
poses of the two offices conflict with
one another. While OMA serves par-
tially as a place for undocumented
students to go to feel safe, some ISC
staff members are federally mandated
to report undocumentedstudents.
“There are quite a few undocu-
mented students on campus who re-
quire undocumented services,” Cruz
said. “But going into a combined
ISC and OMA office could be risky,
so they probably wouldn’t use the
services at all.”
OMA and ISC currently serve pop-
ulations of students with very differ-
ent needs; OMA primarily serves stu-
dents of color and LGBTQ, while ISC
primarily serves international stu-
dents. Cruz said he feels that merging
the two offices could wind up disrupt-
ing the sense of safety students feel
going to each office.
“Combining the two into an inter-
cultural center is just homogenizing
every ‘other’ student—anybody who’s
not the normal college student,” he
said. “While we would love to collab-
orate with each other, we’re not sure
it’s the best thing to just push us all
into one office.”
Cruz also said that students should
have been more involved in the ini-
tial conversation about the divisional
realignment. Though the changes
have been discussed between mem-
bers of the division since last year,
Cruz and other students involved in
the departments were only recently
informed about what is happening.
Crucial changes were agreed upon
without student input, including the
decision to move the offices into a
different building.
The proposed space'•for the new
combined ISC and OMA office is in
the James C. Pigott Pavilion for Lead-
ership, where members of the divi-
sion feel it will be more visible and
accessible to students than OMA’s
current space on the third floor of
the Student Center.
“The Pavilion is more of an open
layout, so we won’t really have places
where we can sit behind a closed door
and talk about things that we can’t
talk about when it’s open,” Cruz said.
“They [the administration] asked us
whatcolor we want the curtains to be
for the new office before we had even
talked about why this is happening.”
Location changes have also upset
some commuter students. Sophomore
Lucy Moua, a commuter student who
spendsher time between classes in the
Lynn Collegium, said she has mixed
feelings about the collegium moving
into the Student Center next year.
“I like it and I hate it at the same
time,” Moua said. “It’s closer to my
bus stop, which is nice, but I think
[the administration] should have at
least told us and gotten our input to
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see if we would be okay with it.”
For other students, the changes
have been well received. Junior Kath-
leen Rounds, who will be President
of the Student Events and Activities
Council (SEAC) next year, sees the re-
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that will help the Division of Student
Development evolve with the chang-
ing needs of Seattle U’s studentbody.
“I think it’s important to recognize
that the administration has our best
interests at heart when it comes to
matters within student development,”
Rounds said. “They are really geared
towards making our university the
best it can be in terms of experiences
for students.”
While members ofthe division have
already met with some specific groups
to discuss the realignment, much
r (o Intercultural Center
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of the student population has yet to
share their points ofview. In the com-
ing weeks, they’ll have the opportu-
nity to do so.
“I think that some of the changes
were made without bringing students
into the conversation soon enough,”
said SGSU President Eric Sype. “The
more that students can be brought
into the conversation now, the better.”
On Thursday, May 7, Murray will
host two town halls for all students to
attend; the first will be from 12:30 to
1:30 p.m. in WyckoffAuditorium, and
the second will be from 7 to 8 p.m.
in Bannan 501. Overall, there will be
about forty sessions with various stu-
dent groups and departments around
campus to gauge opinions about
the realignment.
Murray said she intends to ask for
advice on successful implementation
of the new changes, and hopes those
who attend the meetings will gain a
better understanding of why the re-
alignment is happening.
“While we’re straddling what we’ve
been and what we’re becoming, I
want to make sure students don’t fall
through the cracks in this period of
transition,” Nixon said.
Though some students and faculty
are unhappy with the changes as of
now, the realignment may prove to
create a more sustainable model for
the future of the division. Rather
than building and staffing a new of-
fice every time a new population of
students comes onto campus, the ad-
ministration hopes the offices that al-
ready exist will have the tools to serve
that population without cutting into
the university’s budget. Most of the
changes will go into effect as soon as
next school year. Summer in Seattle
orientations, which will be modified
in the future to better equip students
for transitions into college life, will
not change for this coming summer.
“Change is hard for everybody,”
Schmitz said. “We won’t get through
this change successfully if we don’t
stay engaged with each other, and that
means in the difficult conversations
as well.”
Jennamay be reached at
jramsey@su-spectator.com
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2016 PRES. CANDIDATES TARGETYOUTH VOTE
Will McQuilkin
Senior Staff Writer
Word has it the 2016 presidential candidates are after the millennial vote. Candidates are involving youth issues heavily in the early days of their individual cam-
paigns.
Those who have already announced their candidacy are hunting for the best way to target a population ofyoung voters, without whom it would be difficult to ob-
tain the nomination. The candidates have taken care to highlight issuesrelevant to national youth, including student loans, healthcare and the uneasy job market.
To help associate our readers with some of the candidates, the Spectatorhas compiled this analysis ofthe 2016 presidential as it exists in its early stage. Note that
this is an abbreviated list. Marco Rubio has also announced his candidacy for the republican nomination but is not discussed further in this article.
Hillary Clinton
Clinton is the only Democrat to offi-
cially announce her candidacy in her
second run at the Oval Office. Politi-
cally, she is a moderate democratwith
a long history ofpublic service, having
served as Secretary of State, Senator
and First Lady of the United States.
“[Clinton] is apolitician with a lot of
experience who, under most circum-
stances, would be looked at by the po-
litical community...as somebody who
is pretty befitting of the presidential
nomination,” said sophomore political
science major Louis Rodrigues. “She’s
been close in the past, she’s been con-
sidered by the Democratic National
Committee and she probably would
have been the democratic candidate in
2008 ifBarack Obama hadn’t been the
most charismatic politician in recent
history.” In contrast to her 2008 presi-
dential bid, Clinton will likely be par-
ticipating in a largely uncontested pri-
mary. Ifshe wins, itwill also be thefirst
time a woman captures a major party’s
presidential candidacy.
Sound bite: “Everyday Americans
need a champion. I want to be that
champion.”
PHOTO VIA MASTER SGT. COHEN YOUNG
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Ted Cruz
Ted Cruz was the first republican to
announce his candidacy in the coming
election when he officially declared in
mid-March before a crowd at Liberty
University. A staunch conservative,
Cruz’s remarks at the announcement
were centered on themes of liberty,
faithand family.
“God’s blessing has been on Amer-
ica from the very beginning of this
nation, and I believe God isn’t done
with America yet,” Cruz said. “I be-
lieve in you. I believe in the power
of millions of courageous conserva-
tives rising up to re-ignite the prom-
ise of America.” Cruz is noted around
the Hill for his ability to inspire
disillusioned conservatives.
“He has had the single best sound
bite over the last three years, saying
that the big problem in Washington is
we don’t listen,” Frank Luntz, a long-
time Republican pollster, told the New
York Times. “Thatmessage transcends
ideology and partisanship, because so
many in the public think Washington
is out of touch.”
Sound bite: “It is a timefor truth, it is
a timefor liberty, it is a time to reclaim
the Constitution ofthe United States.”
PHOTO VIA ALBERT HERRING
RAND PAUL
Rand Paul is generally regarded as a
right-wing conservative, given his Tea
Partyassociations. In the political are-
nas of foreign policy, domestic spying
and criminal justice, he has shown his
father’s tendency towards the politi-
cally eccentric. He has been decidedly
non-interventionist on foreign policy,
and liberty-loving in matters at home.
He differs from his party-mates given
his negative stance on domestic sur-
veillance, the implementation of less
punitive drug laws and a reduction in
military activity abroad.
“I think allowing states to decide for
themselves on matters like marriage
is a good political gesture to make. I
thinkhe can be appealing for a young-
er generation of conservatives,” said
Max Slaughter, a sophomore study-
ing at the University of Washington
school of law.
Sound bite: “It’s timefor a new way, a
way predicated on justice, opportunity
andfreedom. Those ofus who have en-
joyed the American dream must break




Bernard Sanders, an independent
Congressman from Vermont, is also
rumored to have plans to run in the
2016 election. While he has not official-
ly announcedhis candidacy, his politi-
cal rhetoric of late has been skewed to-
wards the election. He recently called
out Hillary Clinton, saying she was
going to have to “be clear” about her
stance on President Obama’s propos-
als for fast-track trade promotional
authority and the Trans-Pacific Part-
nership—which are aimed at opening
up markets across Asia. “Are you on
the side of working people who would
suffer as a result of this disastrous
trade agreement, and seeing their jobs
go to China or Mexico, or are you on
the side of corporate America? It’s not
a very difficult choice,” Sanders said.
Sanders has far left leaning politics,
and his campaign would likely run on
a pro-environmental, anti-corporate
platform.
Sound bite: “We want a congress that
stands
...
not for corporate America
and the billionaire class.”
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectatorcom
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TAKING BACK THE NIGHT TO END SEXUALVIOLENCE
Vikki Avancena
StaffWriter
Transcending every culture and com-
munity, sexual assault is an issue that
affects countless people. On college
campuses alone, one in four women
and one in eight men are affected by
this particular kind ofcrime.
As the Health and Wellness Crew
proclaimed earlier this year, it’s on us
as a university to continue the conver-
sation until eachand every one of our
voices isheard.
Take Back the Night is originally
an international event with the mis-
sion to put an end to all formsof sex-
ual violence and abuse. On Tuesday,
April 28, HAWC will be hosting its
annual version of the event starting
in STCN 160.
“I attend this event every year. Like
most social issues, what’s really heart-
breaking for me is that we have to
bring awareness to this issue in the
first place,” said junior Trina Vasquez.
“I don’t understand why people
need to be told that sexual assault
is not okay.”
Different from past years, the event
will start at high energywith a march
beginning at 7 p.m. Led by Jimmy
McCarty from Campus Ministry,
the crowd will go through the lower
mall on campus then back down on
12th Ave. Following the march will be
an interactive candlelit vigil back in
STCN 160 at 7:35 p.m.
Proceeding at 8 p.m. will be the
speakers for the evening. Profes-
sor Christina Roberts and Professor
GaryPerry will be leading the discus-
sion and, according to HAWC, will
bring to light how disproportionately
women and communities of color ex-
perience sexual violence as well as the
complexities for survivors inknowing
the person who assaulted them.
“I think they’re going to bring really
unique perspectives to Take Back the
Night that we maybe haven’t done as
well a job at representing those voices
in the past,” said Kara Ortbal, HAWC
Lead Student Coordinator for Take
Back the Night.
To' conclude the event, there will be
an open mic at 8:30 p.m., where the
community will have the opportunity
to creatively express what they think
and feel about the topic.
HAWC plans on following these
time deadlines to ensure that people
can drop in whenever they can and
are aware of what specifically will be
going on for that portion of the eve-
ning. Because the topic of sexual as-
sault is triggering for many individu-
als, they hope to be as inclusive as
possible with this event.
“Take Back the Night is important
because it provides a unique space
that supports survivors of sexual as-
sault and honors their stories,” said
sophomore HAWC member Win-
nie Chan. “It is also Sexual Assault
Awareness Month, and sexual as-
sault prevention on college campuses
is something that needs to be talked
about and addressed.”
HAWC members are dedicated to
ensuring projects and events such as
this are successful.
“Personal experience with sexual
assault and experience from people
around me makes me passionate
about taking this project on,” Ort-
bal said. “Ending sexual violence
is really what keeps me going for
this event.”
Previous events like the “It’s On Us”
campaign started this past fall and
the Clothesline Project that precedes
Take Back the Night by a few weeks
are also transforming and embolden-
ing the community to rally together
and combat abuse.
“It’s a tragedy that people have
to walk down the streets at night
with even an inkling of fear of be-
ing assaulted,” said sophomore
Chris Wysocki.
For students like sophomore
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Rukhsar Palla, this fear is some-
thing she faces frequently when
walking off campus.
“I am sick and tired of having ran-
dom people try to talk to me on the
street whether it’s midday or night-
time because I don’t need strangers
trying to talk to me and make me
uncomfortable in a place that I call
home,” Palla said.
Take Back the Night began in 1970s
and remains prevalent throughout the
world today. Common to each event
is the march to symbolically walk
through darkness to demonstrate re-
sistance against sexual assault.
Initially, the marches protested the
violence that women suffered from
while walking at night, but the mis-
sion has since evolved to include all
victims of sexually violent crimes
committed. The movement continues
to support other feminist concerns
and awareness toward domestic abuse
crimes.
At the event, HAWC will work with
the rest of the Seattle U community to
raise voices against sexual assault.
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Megan Castillo is a member ofTlingt
tribe. Its the most widely represent-
ed tribal group in the Seattle area,
but she still feels underrepresented
at Seattle U.
“I find it very complicated being
multiethnic. I’m also Filipino, as well
as a couple different white ethnicities,”
said Castillo, a senior digital design
major with an art history minor. “Fig-
uring out that balance has been a c
hallenge for me.”
She said that balance is especially
difficult to navigate when it comes
to her Tlingt identity. It can be hard,
she said, to express parts of her iden-
tity that are not readily acceptable in a
modern, urban city like Seattle.
“How do I feel connected to my her-
itage and my culture when so much
of that is associated with nature?”
she said. “Figuring out how one does
that in an urban environment has
been a journey’’
Castillo cites the work of Na-
tive American artists like Nickolas
Galanin and Windy Redstar as av-
enues through which she was able to
more fully realize the intersections
between her Native identity and her
contemporary environment.
“Through the work of other artists,
I’ve been able to see how all of these
[elements ofidentity] can collide.”
Senior Alexandra Peck, another








Seattle U student of Native descent,
echoed Castillo on several points, and
introduced several other identity-re-
lated themes Castillo had not noted.
“Knowing how to exist in two
worlds is a huge part of identifying as
a native youth,” Peck said. “Balancing
two, at times opposing, identities can
be very difficult.”
Peck also spoke to the personal con-
flict she feels as a Native student at-
tending a Jesuit university.
“There are social justice issues with-
in [Native American] communities in
Washington State—issues like educa-
tion and poverty—that are margin-
alized by the mainstream in favor of
more popular social justice issues,”
Peck said.
By highlighting some of the sys-
temic social justice issues that mod-
ern Native American communities
face, Peck gives voice to a growing
national debate surrounding the role
of educational institutions in rec-
ognizing and remedying historical
injustices committed against Native
American communities.
With a list of demands for the uni-
versity, Reignite the Mission, a stu-
dent group on campus, has raised
concern about Seattle Us lack of
proactive movement towards mend-
ing certain issues of social injustice.
A group concerned with a number
of what they perceive to be injus-
tices on campus, Reignite the Mis-
sion has also raised awareness about
what they believe Seattle U owes the
indigenous community.
The demand, which can be found in
a Google Doc on the groupsFacebook
page, reads:
“In recognition of the fact that Se-
attle University isbuilt upon occupied
indigenous territory, students of an-
cestry indigenous to the Seattle area
be given full tuition scholarships, as
well as full room and board should
they choose to live on campus.”
National voices share concerns in-
herent in Reignite the Missions de-
mand. The 2014 Native Youth Report,
published by the White House, details
the problems confronting indigenous
youth and issues a call to action to all
Americans to remove the barriers that
stand between native youth and their
opportunity for success.
According to the report, more than
one-third of native youth live in pov-
erty, the four-year high school gradua-
tion rate for native youth is 67 percent
(the lowest of any racial/ethnic demo-
graphic group across all schools) and
suicide rates are nearly 2.5 times the
national rate for young people age 15
to 24. To help alleviate these problems,
the report calls for “investments and
reforms targeting Native youth in ed-
ucation and other high impact areas.”
While most people seem to appre-
ciate the general sentiment offered
by Reignite the Mission’s demand,
there was some reservation to accept
it outright.
“It would be a good step to have a
scholarship dedicated specifically to
Native American population, first
nation students, Alaska native stu-
dents, et cetera,” said Dr. Christina
Roberts, an associate professor of
English and women & gender stud-
ies at Seattle U. “But at the same time
we should recognize that there is still
work that needs to happen within the
campus community.”
She suggested that an institution
that typically caters to the needs of a
white student population, as Seattle
U does, may be unaccustomed to
serving the specific needs of Native
students, and might unintentionally
marginalize them.
Others are concerned that a typi-
cal understanding of what it means
to be Native is often skewed towards
the historical and the outdated, which
could pose problems for universities
seeking to increase Native American
student enrollment.
“I don’t think Native students or
communities are properly represent-
ed,” Peck said. “There’s a focus on the
historical, but it’s rare to talk about
what Native perspectives could offer
presently, or what [Westerners] could
learn ifthere was more two-way com-
munication. Without that, miscon-
ception and ignorance [are] given an
opportunity to spread.”
Peck’s fear is obviously not unwar-
ranted, given the blighted history
between the Church and Indigenous
communities, and particularly with
regard to the notorious legal notion
known as the “DoctrineofDiscovery.”
Developed out of Judeo-Christian
expansion and colonial rule in the
15th century, this notion suggested
that any foreign people or lands who
were “discovered” by a Christian
monarch were subsequently consid-
ered assets of that monarch and her
kingdom. At the time of Columbus’
first encounter with the Americas, the
Catholic Church was operating under
this belief. It was used to justify the
subjugation of foreign nations, and
was extended tothe nations Columbus
and most every European explorer,
conquistador and merchant afterhim
encountered in the New World. In the
U.S., this same idea was applied in the
19th century by the Supreme Court to
invalidate and ignore the land claims
of indigenous communities on the
grounds that land ownership did not
exist prior toEuropean “discovery” of
the Americas.
Notable contact and association
between Jesuits and indigenous com-
munities existed as early as the 16th
century when Jose de Acosta, a Jesuit
missionary and theologian, traveled
to the Americas and wrote extensively
of his experiences with people he en-
countered there.
“[De Acosta] had contact with some
South American nations,” said Ted
Fortier, an associate professor of an-
thropology, sociology and social work
at Seattle U. His most markedcontact
was with Inca and Aztec populations.
De Acosta’s most noted work on his
experiences with indigenous com-
munities, “Historia Natural y Mor-
al,” (1590) approaches the people
and theology of the Americas from
a more holistic angle than that of
previous missionaries. In his book,
“De Procuranda Indorum Salute,”
(1588), de Acosta attempts to exam-
ine and critique missionary work in
the Americas, offering a critical ap-
praisal of the imperialistic mission-
ary work being conducted by his fel-
low Spanish Christians. He worked
to show that the aggressive behavior
was detrimental to the Church’s ulti-
mate goal, which remained the spread
of Christianity.
Flash forward three hundred years
to Washington State, where Father Jo-
seph Cataldo founded Gonzaga Uni-
versity in 1887. According-to Fortier,
the university was “originally intend-
ed as a school for indigenous youth.”
Shortly following the schools con-
struction, however, settlers from Spo-
kane Falls demanded that the newly
developed Mission School be trans-
formed into an all-white college.
All of the abovementioned history
and much more contribute to the con-
temporary identity ofboth theChurch
and the communities it touched. The
consequences of that contact are still
being felt today.
But the central issue is less the his-
tory between the Church and the in-
digenous community than it is how
the university deals with that history.
Sources highlighted the idea that in-
creased enrollment should not be the
THE LOWEST DEMOGRAPHIC
firststep Seattle U takes to repair its re-
lationship. Instead, they proposed Se-
attle U could alter itselfto better serve
those students already in attendance;
through more clubs, Native American
cultural events, and the like.
This is not to suggest that Reignite
the Missions ambition is overwhelm-
ingly negative. Peck seems to suggest
that alternative routes could be taken
to promote connection between, and
support for, Native students before
changes aimed at increasing Na-
tive American student enrollment
are made.
Fortier suggested introducing more
Native American culture to the Seattle
U campus community.
“I have brought Native elders into
classes to give lectures and speakwith
students before,” said Fortier. “Every
time, the guests have been huge hits
with students. Theyreally do seem to
enjoy that style of learning, and such
a strategy could be more widely em-
ployed around campus.”
Fortier argues that increased Native
American student enrollment could
not happen before their experience is
made less marginal.
“There are so many people around
campus who are wanting to do posi-
tive work with our relationships and
within our communities,” Roberts
said. “We need to make sure that there
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energies that are put forth in order
to unite the different [communities]
around campus.”
At Seattle U, where the student body
is predominantly white, Castillo and
other Native American students have
sometimes felt an inability to explore
those parts of their identities that are
not in the mainstream.
“I’m always a little bit envious of
clubs like the United Filipino Club,
the Vietnamese Student Society and
Black Student Union because they
have enough people to organize,” Cas-
tillo said. “A club has been something
that I’ve missed in my experience
at Seattle U.”
While organizations like the First
Nations Club and the Indigenous
Consortium existat Seattle U to bring
students of Native American descent
together, Castillo’s sentiment seems to
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suggest that more can be done to sup-
port and improve the experience of
indigenous students at the school.
“I have one Native American friend
at Seattle U, and we’re little bit bet-
ter than acquaintances,” Castillo said.
“So, I wish that connection could have
been improved.”
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
2014 NATIVE YOUTH REPORT
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LOCAL BANDS FLOCK TO QUADSTOCK 2015
Siri Smith
Staff Writer
Birds are chirping, the sun is
out, school is almost over for the
summer. Every May, Student Events
& Activities Council organizes one
of the biggest events of the school
year to celebrate all of this (and to
give students a place to de-stress
before finds week). Quadstock has
been a Seattle University tradition
for longer than the majority of
undergraduates have been alive: 26
years. With this years theme of2Q6—
a play on the even’t 26th anniversary
and Seattle’s zip code—Quadstocks
lineup was revealed on April 21.
Drum roll, please.
BEAT CONNECTION
This year’s headliner is Beat
Connection, an up-and-coming
Seattle indie-pop band. Currently
featured on the cover of City Arts
Magazine’s “Best New Music” spread,
Beat Connection is a four-piece group
known for their danceable beats and
bouncy synths. They released their
first EP, “Surf Noir,” in 2010 and their
first album “The Palace Garden”
in 2012. These hometown heroes
are releasing their next album this
summer. Who knows, maybe they
will give us a sneak peak of some new
songs at Quadstock?
GRIEVES
Grieves is the stage name for Chicago-
born, Seattle-based hip-hop artist
Benjamin Laub. His music is a unique
synthesis of hip-hop and alt-soul, and
his lyrics tackle poignant subjects
like addiction, heartbreak and loss.
He’s perhaps best known for his
collaboration on a 2009 compilation
albumwith Macklemoreand Brooklyn-
based rapper Budo titled “The Falling
OffYourShoes.” His most recent album
“Winter & the Wolves” was released in
2014, andit peakedatnumber 57 on the
Billboard 200.
DAVE B
Performing on the KXSU stage for this
year’s Quadstock is Dave B, a Seattle-
based independent hip-hop artist
known for his laid-back style and his
undeniably danceablegrooves. He has
worked with a number ofotherSeattle
rappers—including Brothers from
Another—and he’s also collaborated
with San Francisco Bay-area rapper
Justo for a compilation album titled
“School Daze.”
BROTHERS FROM ANOTHER
Brothers from Another is a three-piece
hip-hop group with two EPs out. Their
first, “Tacos on Broadway’ was released
in 2013. It features a song named after
the infamous intersection a few blocks
from campus, Pike & Broadway, and it
also features a performance by another
renowned Seatde rapper, Sol. Their most
recent EP, “3 Peat,” was released back in
Januaryand features another Quadstock
artist, Dave B, on the track “Windows
Down.” Here’s hoping the two artists
will perform the song together at this
year’s show.
BORN RUFFIANS
Born Ruffians is the only band in the
Quadstock lineup that is not based in
Washington. Hailing from Ontario,
Canada, Born Ruffians is a four-piece
indie-rock band with a pop icing.
They released their first album “The
MakeshiftMetric Catastrophe” (which
was not a makeshift catastrophe,
despite thetitle) independently in2004.
By the time their second album “Red,
Yellow & Blue” was released in 2008,
they were working with Warp Records
and Paper Bag Records. Their most
recent release was their fourth album
“Birthmarks” in 2013, so they should
be due for some new music in the
near future.
ANIMALS IN THE ATTIC
You may remember Animals in the
Attic from theirvictory at last quarter’s
Battle of the Bands—now they’re back
in action playing the main stage at this
year’s Quadstock. Theyperform synth-
heavy space rock inspired by Pink
Floyd, Youth Lagoon and MGMT. The
band is composed of Spencer Rakela,
Sharvil Gupta, Clayton LaFlamme
and Geoffrey Luoma.
GIFTED GAB
This Seattle-based hip-hop artist
proudly calls herself the “First Lady
of Moor Gang,” a local rap collective.
Gifted Gab recently released her
album “Girl Rap” inFebruary.
MIND VICE
Mind Vice is a funk-infused rockband
from the Seattle area. They recently
released a new single “Consumer
Nation,” a song critiquing our
consumerist culture which features
some of Stevie Ray Vaughan’s favorite
musical accessories: the wah-wah
pedal and a catchy chorus tune.
FAUNASHADE
This Everett-based psychedelic pop
band has performed all around
Seattle, from small stages like Chop
Suey to more distinguished venues
like the EMP Museum. The crew
recently released a new single titled
“Marzipan,” with a debut full length
record “Baton Rouge” soon to follow.
Siri may be reached at
ssmith@su-spectator.com
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DIGITAL DESIGN STUDENTS RENOVATE VACHON
Nick Turner
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University’s digital design
students are used to editing and re-
editing their artwork—but not to
this extent.
This week they are opening their
annual digital design exhibit in
Vachon Gallery on campus. The theme
for this year’s show is “RE: Reshape,
Rethink, Redesign.”
The show will feature the artwork of
students in the digital design program
at Seattle U. Each student has chosen
four pieces of artwork to present
in the exhibit, most of which were
completed in the last two years. These
include print pieces, paintings and
physical objects.
Digital design professor Naomi
Kasumi has been curating this annual
exhibit for the past nine years. When
she first came to Seattle U 12 years
ago she helped build the digital design
program into what it is today.
The students came up with the
theme for this year’s show on their
own, and most of the artwork in the
exhibit is made of recycled materials.
“Rethink, reconstruct, rebuild,”
Kasumi said of the students’
inspiration for the exhibit. “Basically,
innovation, quote-unquote, is not
really innovation. We have to think
of how it has been done, and how to
think now because the time and place
is very different.”
For Kasumi, the real challenge is to
know when to help the students and
when to stand back and let them do
it. The students have been planning
the exhibit since fall quarter to ensure
their work is displayed in the best
way possible. In fact, they organized,
fundraised and installed every detail
of the show themselves. Collaboration
was a key factor in making sure
everything was done on time.
The exhibit was an opportunity
for students, specifically those in the
arts, to catch a glimpse of what their
future professions might be like.
“My part is teaching how to organize
it,” Kasumi said. “The most important
part is, if I do everything as a curator,
students don’t learn.”
Senior digital design major
Megan Castillo is one of the two co-
directors for the show. It was her
responsibility to facilitate discussions
on the show’s theme and to help other
students with time management and
encourage them to work together to
meet deadlines. Between installing
the exhibit and raising money, each
student also spent significant time
editing their own artwork for the
show. According to Castillo, balancing
time was the biggest challenge in
organizing the exhibit. But it was all
worth it, she said.
“The exhibit means a lot to my
peers and me,” Castillo said. “It is an
opportunity to showcase our best
work to friends and family. In some
ways it’s symbolic of our transition
from students to professionals.”
Senior digital design major Amy
Phung is the headdesigner of the show.
She helped design the main piece of
the exhibit: the promotional logo of
the show itself, made of pipe, hanging
from the ceiling inthebackofthe room.
The exhibit will also feature some of
her own personal artwork, including
a no-waste wooden coffee dripper,
an info graphic print piece, a pocket-
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
TheFine ArtsDigital Design Exhibition opens this Thursday, April24 at 4:30p.m.
sized backpacking checklist and an
identitybranding design, whichisalso
a print piece.
“I think the purpose of the exhibit
is to show what we’ve been doing for
the last couple of years,” Phung said.
“We want to show that design isn’t just
about making pretty things.”
Most of the students involved
with the exhibit are seniors who will
be graduating from the program at
the end of this quarter. The exhibit
marks the end oftheir time at Seattle
U—a transition from school into the
professional world.
For Kasumi, it’s a happy occasion.
“I feel sad, but at the same time I’m
excited to see them being successful in
the real world and giving back to the
community in their own creative way,”
Kasumi said. “My message is passed
on to them, and they will pass it on to
someone else.”
The exhibit will be on display in
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Vachon Gallery in the Fine Arts
Building April 23 through May 13.
An opening reception will be held at
the gallery this Thursday afternoon
at 4:30 p.m. The event is free, but
posters and tote bags designed by
students will be on sale at the exhibit.
The proceeds will go to 206 Zulu, a
networkof individuals who workwith
low-income minority youth through
programs involving music, art and
culture.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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MUSIC STUDENTS END THE YEAR ON A HIGH NOTE
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
What do you get when you combine
Seattle University students, esteemed
judges, exceptional musical talents
and awesome prizes? The answer will
conveniently take place this weekend.
On Sunday, Seattle U is hosting
its very first Young Artists Festival
and Competition. Sponsored by the
music division in the department of
performing arts and arts leadership,




COMPETITION DIVISION: Junior Competitive
PIECES: Vincenzo Bellini’s “Vaga luna, che inargenti” and Robert
Schumann’s “Widmung”
WHAT MAKES THESE PIECES UNIQUE: “These pieces are so romantic and
heartfelt that they bring me joywhenever I sing or listen to them. One or both
of these songs will play at-my wedding for sure.”
NAME: Grant Hanner
YEAR: Sophomore; string performance Major
INSTRUMENT: Violin
COMPETITION DIVISION: Junior Competitive
PIECES: The third movement of Bruch’s Violin Concerto No. 1 in G Minor
and the second movement (“Courrante”) of Bach’s Partita No. 2 in D Minor
WHAT MAKES THESE PIECES UNIQUE: “[Bruch’s] concerto as a whole
has such life and character. It encompasses a full range of emotion. But the
movement I’ll be playing in particular is so energetic and full of joy. It’s a great
triumphant ending to the concerto. [Bach’s] entire partita is five moments and
is very reflective and meditative. I would go so far as to say spiritual, but the
Courrante is one of the two more lively movements. Traditionally a French
dance, it invokes courtly dances but with a tension seen through the partita.”
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
Clockwisefrom top left: Chyna Mapel, Chris Baltazar and Grant Hanner
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soloistic talents ofboth music majors
(and minors) and non-music majors.
“We thought it would be
really cool to do a Young Artists
Competition where students
who study instruments privately
have the opportunity to perform
their repertoire,” said Director of
Chamber and Instrumental Music
Quinton Morris.
To apply for the festival and
competition, students must attend
Seattle U and be enrolled in private
music lessons. Each participant is
required to perform a soloistic piece
(or multiple pieces) that showcases
contrasting musical styles and
technical prowess.
To encourage the involvement of all
eligible students, the music department
decided to include a non-competitive
division so newer performers could
still gain performance practice and
receive feedback.
The competition’s winner will
receive a $500 scholarship, a
performance opportunity with the
Classical KING FM 98.1 radio station,
NAME: Chris Baltazar
YEAR: Sophomore; string performance major
INSTRUMENT: Viola
COMPETITION DIVISION: Junior Competitive
PIECES: Bach's Suite No. 4 in E Flat (Prelude) and the first movement of
Ernest Bloch’s “Suite Hebraique”
WHAT MAKES THESE PIECES UNIQUE: “Especially for the Bach, it
is really demanding technically just to be able to get the right sounds out
of your instrument. For the Bloch [piece] as well, they are both completely
different styles that you have to go for. For Bach, it is veryclassical and for ray
other piece it is a lot more passionate and very demanding emotionally. You
have to convey theright feelings, and thatis what I really enjoy. Together they
showcase a lot of different things that I can do.”
NAME: Gemma Balinbin
YEAR: Junior; interdisciplinary arts major with a vocal performance focus
INSTRUMENT: Voice
COMPETITION DIVISION: Senior Competitive
PIECES: Pergolesi’s “Stizzoso, Mio Stizzoso,” Bellini’s “Abnen se non
poss’io,” and Faure’s “Mandoline”
WHAT MAKES THESE PIECES UNIQUE: “My favorite thing about these
pieces is that they cover such a wide range ofstyle and emotion,which really
pushes me to develop both my singing technique and my character work.
The two Italian pieces could not be more different. ‘Stizzoso’ is fast, playful
and incorporates rapid vocal runs to showcase virtuosity, while ‘Almen’ is
slow, dramatic and showcases legato singing and extreme breath control.
‘Mandoline’ is aFrench piece, which means it is completely different in terms
of style in comparison to the Italian pieces. It has a sparkling quality that
really draws the audience in.”
NAME: Chyna Mapel
YEAR: Junior; string performance major
INSTRUMENT: Viola
COMPETITION DIVISION: Senior Competitive
PIECES: Prelude to Bach’s Unaccompanied Cello Suite No. 3, Paul
Hindemith’s Sonata No. 1 for Solo Viola, and thesecond movement of Arnold
Bax’s Sonata for Viola and Piano
WHAT MAKES THESE PIECES UNIQUE: “I think that my program is
interestingbecause it contrasts two fairly recent pieces (both written in 1922)
with a Bach prelude which is so different. I’m excited to be able toshow people
the diversity of the viola,”
,
a performance at the Seattle U Music
Convocation later this fall, and an
internship with cello professor Dr.
Kevin Krentz, who is curating and
directing a concert.
Here are just a few ofthe performers
you can look forward to hearing
at this year’s competition, which
is this Sunday, April 26 at 6 p.m.
in Pigott Auditorium.
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com
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NEW SUSHI JOINT ROLLS UP ON CAPITOL HILL
Melissa Lin
News Editor
If Musashi’s sushi bar was a person,
it would be that good friend you go
to for advice—it’s straightforward,
unintimidating and reliable.
Gokan by Musashi’s, however, is
his sexier and more stylish jetsetter
cousin with whom you’d probably
like to become better acquainted.
Musashi’s, the always-packed
sushi joints in Bellevue and Seattle
owned by Jun Park, is a favorite
among college students (or at least
this particular college student) for
its filling meals at affordable prices,
it’s no-bullshit menu and its oh-
so-heavenly $14.50 chirashi bowls.
That’s why when Park opened up a
new sushi joint called Gokan last
week just a stone’s throw away from
Seattle University, I nearly hopped
out of my seat at the opportunity
to taste it.
• Gokan, which means “five senses”
inJapanese, is aptly named.As I made
my way onto East Union Street to
meet my colleagues at the restaurant
for Thursday dinner, what I saw
through the windows immediately
caught my attention: a modern, dark-
tiled interior accented by sleek glass
lighting installments and pops ofred
colorthroughout. Changing out ofray
hiking gear for dinner was definitely
a wise choice, something I would
have never considered if dining at the
casual-but-charming Musashi’s.
Once inside, my ears perked
to the sound of trickling water, a
melody that complemented my now-
grumbling stomach.
When dining at Asian fusion
restaurants, I don’t usually have high
expectations. I find that the flavors
clash, the menu is trying too hard to
be innovative and after a few bites I
can’t tell which culture’s food I’m even
eating. But given Park’s reputation, I
went into Gokan with an open mind
and started ordering some rolls. With
rolls priced around $10-15 named
Green Lake Monster, Capitol Hill,
Pike and Union Street, the restaurant
draws inspiration from around our
beloved city.
I ordered the Seattle U ($12)—
because how could I not—a roll filled
with tempura green beans, topped
with fresh avocado and spicy shiso,
chili and mayonnaise sauces. At first
I was troubled by how basic the roll
was, considering its association with
what I perceive as our anything-
but-ordinary campus community.
But the ingredients were fresh, the
flavors meshed well, and if the roll
is a metaphor for how our students
TAYLOR DELAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
Capitol Hill's newest sushi bar by chefJun Park features two wooded tatami
rooms surrounded by water fountains and a tiled bar.
are soft and spicy on the outside, but
satisfyingly crunchy on the inside,
then hey—-I can get on board.
That theme of fresh, compatible
ingredients permeated throughout
the rest of our meal, including
rolls like the SOS ($13), Kamikaze
($15) and B & B ($13). For each
roll, it was clear which flavors took
the lead and which flavors were
supporting players, breaking mypre-
conceived notions of Asian fusion as
confused and messy.
At Gokan, presentation and taste
both took center stage with artfully
plated meals invoking the spirit
each specific roll. The Kamikaze, for
example, was a crunchy and sweet
concoction of soft shell crab and eel,
and was twisted around the stone
plate like the elongated fish from
which it was made.
But before I could make a
conclusive judgment about Gokan,
it had to undergo a maguro nigiri
taste-test, the method by which
I judge the caliber of all sushi
restaurants. Two sizeable pieces of
beautiful, deep-red maguro nigiri
($6) arrived in front of me, and
while the flavor wasn’t necessarily
mind-blowing, it certainly did
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not disappoint.
As we were eating, my dining
companions and I mused that
Gokan, with its sleek interior and
tasteful menu, would be better
situated in a high-rise overlooking
the city. But perhaps with the new
presence ofSlab, Meat and Bread, and
Lark also on the same block, Gokan
is at the forefront of a changing
food and drink atmosphere on
Capitol Hill,
Towards the end of the meal, one
of my friends ordered the Salmon
Lovers roll ($14)—spicy salmon,
avocado and cream cheese topped
with black tobiko and, get this, a
slice of lime wedge. I’m not used to
seeing limes on my sushi, but I had
to give it a try—and it was absolutely
inspired. It was refreshing, flavorful
and probably my favorite thing I
tasted that night.
As we were exiting the restaurant
close to 10 p.m., a group of sharply
dressed twentysomethings were
pouring in to occupy the bar,
I
between Musashi’s and Gokan:
Gokan isn't the place to be ifyou just
want a casual meal. It’s the kind of
place where you take someone for a
date and where the waitstaff doesn't
laugh at you when you drop your
chopsticks clumsily and fail to catch
each stick mid-tumult (yes, that
happened to me).
So despite the final bill amounting
to triple digits for the four of us,
Gokan was certainly worth getting
to know. Gokan is like that no-
nonsense kind of friend. Sure, at first
it may seem like he’s trying too hard
to seem cool, but then you realize,
maybe Gokan really is actually
just that cool.









Who would have thought that hitting
the ‘unfriend’ button could have such
dire consequences?
Director Levan Gabriadze’s
“Unfriended” presents a new and
unique storyline of social media
horror. Six high school students
take part in a video chat a year after
one of their classmates, Laura Barns
(Heather Sossaman), committed
suicide. Laura’s spirit takes control
of the chat and seeks revenge for the
cyberbullying that led to her death.
The movie begins with high school
student Blaire Lily (Shelley Hennig),
who was once Laura’s best friend,
viewing a video ofLaura’s suicide. She
thenclicks a link to see the viral video
that prompted Laura’s decision to kill
herself when she is interrupted by a
video chat from her boyfriend. Soon
their friends join in on the chat—and
so does a mysterious stranger. After
failing to get the stranger out of their
chat, they discover that it is in fact
Laura’s account. What at first seems
to be somebody’s sick joke quickly
turns into a horror-filled night for all
of the not-so-innocent teens.
The entire film takes place on the
screen of Blaire’s laptop in real time
18 ARTS 6 ENTERTAINMENT
as she switches between windows for
Skype, iMessage, music and other
sites. Although this style of filming is
certainly unusual for a movie, it has
been done before in television shows
like “ModernFamily.”
Despite the gimmicky plotline, the
acting was actually pretty convincing.
The language used through iMessage
was accurate, and mostmoviegoers could
probably relate to the way Blaire would
typeanduntypemessages beforesending.
There wasn’t a lot of music in the
film but when there was, it was fairly
typical of what a teenager might be
listening to while surfing the web.
Laura’s spirit also had a little fun
changing up the music to reflect the
mood. At one point she switched
the music to a song about lying to
PHOTO VIA UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
demonstrate the secrets that all of
these so-called friends were keeping
from each other.
As a whole, the movie in a way has
a good message: cyberbullying can
have serious consequences.
However, the movie’s storyline of a
haunted video chat is pretty bizarre
and there were afew errors throughout
the film that should have been caught
in the editing process before getting
released. For example, there were
text messages that disappeared and
then reappeared as Blaire switched
between windows. Sometimes the
group chat would become muted
while she visited otherwebpages, even
though she never pressed the “mute”
button. Perhaps all of these were
just meant to be the spooky social
media spirits messing with Blaire’s
computer—but more likely they were
just rookie mistakes on the part ofthe
filmmakers.
Personally, I am not a huge fan of
horrormovies. It’s not because they are
scary but because it seems like most
horror movies stick to the same old
predictable plots. However, I thought
“Unfriended” was unique because it
portrayed horror through a medium
that our generation understands.
Plus its unique one-screen form is
surprisingly engaging; the film will
keep your eyes glued to the screen as
the movie requires close attention to
see all of the different things that are
going on.
However, with the extremely short
run time (80 minutes) and the fact
that the movie literally takes place
on a laptop screen, it may be best to
wait until after the film is available to
stream before you watch it. Besides,
watching it on Netflix using your
own laptop would probably give you
a more authentic experience anyway.
In the meantime, you can ‘like the
Spectator on Facebook or follow us
on Twitter and Instagram. We will be
your friend.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
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WAC HOUSES VIE FOR THE IRON THRONE
Jason Bono
Staff Writer
Seven contenders still vie for power in the west-
ern lands, fighting for control over the Western
Throne and the future of the realm. Alliances
are forged and broken, ancient powers awak-
ened, rivalries made, and the fates of these
houses lie precariously in the balance. As the
events unfold, each endeavors to win that most
athletic of conflicts: The Games ofWAC
GRAND CANYON - TYRELL
Stewards above all else, the house ofGrand Can-
yon has always sought to serve. Yet their service
has earned them a place among the other great
houses, a position that forces them in the mid-
dle ofthe games ofWAC. Seeing themselves asa
desert rose among the otherlawless houses, they
are forever growing stronger, building their skill
for battles to come. Their flags fly the purple,
black, and white of their homelands, and they
push ever forward for dominationof the west.
MISSOURI-KANSAS CITY - BARATHEON
The House of Missouri-Kansas City has always
been one of fighters. Throughout the genera-
tions their proud warriors have vanquished
their enemies through deft feats that defy logic.
Brave knights fight in the courts and fields for
their honor, with awe inspiring moves of cour-
age and ferocity. Usurpers and rebels, they wish
to restore order tothem realm. Their banners fly
the noble blue and gold, and their golden kan-
garoo sigil.
NEW MEXICO STATE - ARRYN
High on their plateau kingdom, the lords and
ladies of house New Mexico State are honor
bound to protect the realm from the greedy
smaller houses. An ancient line descending
from the great Aggie kings of the Organ Moun-
tains, their vale is a place of refuge where they
train and prepare to take the Western Throne.
Hesitant at first, they now enter the fray, ban-
ners flying the crimson and white of their rug-
ged homeland.
SEATTLE U - TARGARYEN
One of the oldest and proudest houses, the
brave members of House of Seattle University
were once rulers, now fighting for what they
see as rightfully theirs. Cast down by the other
houses, they rise again, undauntedby the small-
er enemies that would oppose them. Legends
say that in ancient times, they were an old or-
der ofJesuits who rode greatred war hawks into
battle. Their banners flow black and white, and
distant caws can be heard when they enter the
field. Though they are few, their warriors fight
through fire and blood to take back theirbirth-
right.
TEXAS PAN-AMERICAN - MARTELL
Hading from the far south of the continent,
the Texas Pan Americans have remained un-
bent, unbowed, and unbroken under the rule
of the Western Throne. They differ greatly from
the other great houses, their stark accents and
strange customs setting them apart from their
northern counterparts. The Texas Pan Ameri-
can Banner is a single defiant white star set
against the orange and green oftheirhomeland.
Their words are prepare, discover, transform,
and that is what they intend to do to the realm.
UTAH VALLEY - LANNISTER
One of the most formidable houses, the mem-
bers of Utah Valley are ambitious and cunning.
Known for producing prominent merchants
and financiers, their roars echo from the class-
room to the court. Gold is their color, along
with green, and their simple house motto is en-
gage. With theirbadger sigil and perseverance,
the proud members of House Utah Valley en-
gage their plans for domination of the Western
Throne.
CHICAGO STATE - STARK
In the cold, distant north, the Lords and La-
dies of House Chicago State say, time and time
again, WAC is coming. Known for their stead-
fast devotion, the members of this house prize
duty above all other things. Their stark differ-
ences from the other houses drive them to seek
the throne to protect their independence. The
colors of House Chicago State are pine green
and frostwhite, their sigil a solitary dire-cougar.
Jason may be reached at jbono@su-spectator.
com
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REDHAWKS RALLY FOR SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Chaucer Larson
StaffWriter
Special Olympics Washington paired
up with Seattle University to give
folks with special needs the chance
to play in a soccer tournament with
teams from the entire state.
The tournament was held on Seattle
U’s Championship Field and SU park,
with both men’s and women’s varsity
squads attending to help run the
tournament.
The project included a youth
summit on Friday April 17, where
Special Olympics speakers covered
the vision for college clubs for disabled
students, and the overall mission of
their Unified Sports program.
On Saturday, SU Park and
Championship Field were filled with
eager faces, sweaty brows and a joy
for the game. Student commentary
boosted the feel of the tournament,
where teams competed in three
BASEBALL DROPS FIRST WAC SERIES OF SEASON
Aj Schofield
Volunteer Writer
For the first time this season, Seattle
University(21-18,12-3 WAC) baseball
lost a series in conference play. The
University of North Dakota (UND;
14-18, 8-7 WAC) piled on the runs
Sunday, scoring nine times on 13 hits.
The Redhawks started the series
strong, fending off a late UND rally to
win game one with a final score of 4-2.
Leading for much ofthe game, North
Dakota evened the score in the top of
the eighth inning at 2-2, but Seattle
was able to answer scoring two more
rims in the bottomhalf of the eighth.
Saturday was another tight contest,
with UND narrowly edging SU at
3-2. Seattle struck first when catcher
Jack Reisinger singled to left field. A
sacrifice bunt moved Reisinger over
to second base. Reisinger then stole
thirdand scored after a throwing error
on the UND catcher. North Dakota
quickly leveled the score in the top of
the fourth with an RBI double by first
20 SPORTS
differentbrackets.
Special Olympics envisions club
sports teams on college campuses
as part of their outreach to boost
inclusiveness. The event at Seattle
U was just one way that schools are
coming together to invite athletes to
get a chance to play soccer. Unified
teams include both students with
and without disabilities, who come
together in full force to play on the
same pitch.
The mood on the field Saturday
was one of pure joy, a glorious sunny
day on a D1 college pitch that let the
athletes feel like they were on a big
stage.
“Unified Sports teams create an
atmosphere that builds friendships
and breaks down a lot of barriers and
stereotypes,” said Morgan Larche,
a member of Special Olympics
Washington.
Over her one and half years on
board with the Special Olympics,
baseman Ryan Reese. North Dakota
added another run in the top half of
the fifth inning, with Seattle tying it
on a sacrifice fly by sophomore third
baseman Brock Carpenter in the
bottom halfof the sixth.
Heading into the seventh inning
with the score tied, North Dakota’s
leadoff man was hit by a pitch,
eventually scoring on an RBI single.
Seattle U was able to get a runner into
scoring position in the seventh inning,
but was unable to drivehim in.
Sunday was a different story. The
Redhawks had the long ball working
early. Senior catcher Brian Olson was
able to drive a ball over the left field
fence, narrowly staying fair, in the
second inning.
Freshman pitcher Tyrik Skubal (3-
4) struggled on the mound, allowing
four runs on five hits in the top ofthe
third inning.
“I thought Tarik was okay early and
then the ball got elevated, and when
it gets elevated it gets hit around the
yard,” said Seattle U Head Coach
Larche has seen Washington become
a leader in the country for developing
unified teams.
“We definitely wantas manyschools
to have as unified opportunities [as
possible],” Larche said. “We are going
to work with any ... schools that
want to get on board and offer these
opportunities to their students.”
Highline College, Gonzaga, and
Seattle Pacific were among the 18
college teams that were represented
at the event, all hailing from
Washington except Pacific University
that made the trip up from Forest
Grove, Oregon. Many high schools
have Unified teams set in place, but
College teams are steadily becoming
more of a staple for campuses.
Washington is also at the forefront of
Special Olympics progress in terms of
creating Unified teams.
Larche also noted the role ofvarsity
athletes to help pull all studentscloser
together surrounding a sport they are
Donny Harrell.
Seattle answered with another
solo homer in the bottom of the
third inning, this time coming off
the bat of right fielder Dalton Hurd.
Unfortunately, Seattle U would fail to
score for the remainder ofthe game.
“We just couldn’t string enough hits
together,” Harrell said.
North Dakota stayed aggressive at
the plate and tacked on five more runs
over the course of the game.
“They were a lot more aggressive
than we were, and it showed up in that
four run inning as far as them hitting
balls all around the park,” Harrell said.
Seattle University will host the
Washington Huskies Tuesday at
Bannerwood Park. First pitch is
scheduled for 5 pm.
The editor may be reached at sports@
su-spectator.com
passionate about.
“We do have a lot of support from
varsity athletics in colleges, we have
sports like this all across the state. We
pull from those colleges and [varsity
athletes] help with refereeing and also
they do clinics with our athletes and
partners.”
On top of soccer, Special Olympics
has created unified basketball and flag-
football teams that hold competitive
events. However, as Larche pointed
out, any sport can be unified, with
bocce ball and golf among the most
popular in the community.
More informationregarding Special
Olympics’ Project Unify can be found
online
Chaucer may be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
TIME OUT SESSIONS WITH BRIANNA SMALLIDGE
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
A year from now, there might be another Seattle
University alum playing professional soccer.
Junior sports and exercise science major Brianna
Smallidge is the goalkeeper for the Redhawks and
she hopes to keep playing the sport after graduation.
“Right now I am planning on entering the draft in
the United States,” Smallidge said. “I am also meet-
ing with my coaches to talk about playing abroad in
Europe.”
She even got a small taste of soccer in Europe
as the womens soccer team recently took a trip to
Spain and France to play some exhibition games
against professional teams. The team is now playing
more friendlies during this quarter as they prepare
for next season and another chance at the NCAA
tournament.
“I think [last year] was a great experience for our
freshmen because now everyone is hungry to go
back,” Smallidge said.
Smallidge has been a key factor to the womens
soccer teams recent success as the starting goal-
keeper over each of the past three seasons. This year
she had a career high of 74 saves as the team made
their run to the round of 32 in the NCAA tourna-
THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
SOFTBALL BASEBALL
4/151 WASHINGTON 13-11 4/171 NORTH DAKOTA 14-2
4/171 KANSAS CITY 12-3 AND 1-9 4/181 NORTH DAKOTA 12-3
4/19 | NORTH DAKOTA 12-9
4/211 WASHINGTON 13-4
UAC ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:
SEATTLE U HIGH JUMPER
SHADDYE MELU
ment.
Smallidge grew up in Port Orchard, WA and start-
ed playing soccer when she was about five years old
because of her older brother.
“I was kind of like that little sister that wanted to
hang out with the guys,” Smallidge said. “They were
always playing sports and stuffso I always wanted to
compete with themand do what they were doing.”
In high school, Smallidge had to deal with several
back injuries and even questioned if she really want-
ed to play soccer during her freshman year. Fortu-
nately, she stuck with it and ended up at Seattle U.
“I love it here and our team is like a family and
always really positive,” Smallidge said. “I wouldn’t
want to play anywhere else.”
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
FAVORITE ATHLETE: Hope Solo, Goalkeep-
er of the Seattle Reign FC
FAVORITE MOVIE: Bridesmaids
FAVORITE PRE-GAME SONG: Shooting
Star by Bad Company
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ACCELERATED LEARNING, REDUCED TUITION AND




Learn more about Summer at USF 2015:
usfca.edu/summer
Tuition reduction applies to traditional undergraduate coursesonly
CHANGE THE WORLD FROM HERE —
S.D. REORGANIZATION: A
COMMUTER’S PERSPECTIVE
The-impending reorganization of the entire division ofstudent development is
the talk ofthe school, and as a commuter, these changes will affect me personally.
I understand why things are being changed: a desire to use funds more
efficiently, unify the division so students don’t feel restricted in using the schools
resources and increasing retention rates are all honorable motivations.However,
I, and many ofmy fellow commuters, feel that the few perks we currently have
will soon be lost.
There are thousandsof commuter and transfer studentsand only five collegia
on campus that serve as our homes away from home - a place to nap, socialize,
eat food or just relax when we don’t know where else to go.
Each collegium ensures that eachcommuter and transfer studenthas found a
place suitable to their needs, simiarly to how there are distinctionsbetween dorms.
The Reidy Collegium, for instance, serves juniors and seniors in engineering,
science and nursing. We like that collegia have distinctions. We’ve picked which
group we want to be apart ofand have grown close to ourrespective communities.
Now imagine thatall students living on campus were reallocated to new dorms
for the convenience of school operations - people would be furious. Commuters
feel no different.
With certain collegia being closed and merging with others in the student
center, we feel the new space will be cramped, and that the connections we have
worked to make will be more difficult to keep. I know many commuters who
will no longer use collegia once the changes are made.
It’s impossible to please every community, but it is troubling that there was
not more discussion or information available before changes were announced—
especially for an already marginalized group such as the commuter community.
—MelissaLin, News Editor
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson,Bianca Sewake, MasonBryan, Melissa Lin, Maggie Molloy, Connor Cartmill, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, and AlyssaBrandt. Signed commentaries reflect theopinions
ofthe authors and not necessarily those o/TheSpectator. Theviews expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
>n Snow."
Nick Root, Junior
WHICH GAME OF THRONES CHARACTER WOULD YOU LIKE SEE RUN FOR PRESIDENT?
OPINION
“I would sayKhaleesi, because she’s badass.”
.




There is not a single ’90s kid who does not fondly recall Macaulay Culkin’s
sassy style and mischievous smile in the “Home Alone”series. And although the
charming child star fell off the grid for abouta decadebefore returning to the big
screen as the star of the drug-addled disco bloodbath “Party Monster” in 2003,
he’s always had a special place in my heart.
And now, another short decade later, Macaulay Culkin is back in action
(albeit with much more facial hair) in his latest eccentric career development: as
frontman of a pizza-themed comedy rock band called the Pizza Underground.
Yes, it is exactly what you think it is.
It is a perfectly harmonious combination ofthree things thatall grungy Seattle
college students love: the metallic drone of the Velvet Underground, the novelty
and nostalgia of ’90s child stars and, of course, pizza.
Given the band’s clear relevance to the Seattle University community at large,
you can imagine my dismay when I found out the band was not even considered
for this year’s Quadstock lineup. What college student would not jump at the
opportunity to see Macaulay Culkin take to the stage and perform a series of
Velvet Underground cover songs substituted with pizza-inspired lyrics?
Our generation will never have the opportunity to bask in the goth-rock glory
ofa live Velvet Underground show, but it is not too late for us to “see the light”
(as Lou Reed sang on their debut album). Put Macaulay Culkin’s band on next
year’s Quadstock lineup and maybe, justmaybe, we can still experience the next
best pizza-themed proto-punk anthem, “I’m Beginning to Eat the Slice.”
—Maggie Molloy, A&E Editor
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mander, has a ncie heart, and he has a snow
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Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Q® Ifthere is such a thing as evolution,• then why can’t pigs fly?
A0 Ugh, yes, there is such a thing as evolution but there is
0
also a thing called natural selection, which you actually
mean to ask because it drives evolution, resulting in adap-
tive phenotypes. For genotypes to be passed on, they need to be ad-
vantageous (and variable and heritable) to an organism in regards
to its niche. Also, animals that are selectively bred for girth are not
especially aerodynamic. Speaking ofpigs...
Q® The street harassment in this city isfreaking me out. I never• feel safe and I don’t know ifI shouldsay something or just
ignore it. What is your advice?
A% It sucks to not feel safe in public and it sucks to be anybody’s
• domain against your consent. It’s awful, it’s unfair, and it’s reality.
I’ve found that being assertive and calling out the behavior has
resulted in violence, death threats, and other heated and unsafe situations
(and maybe reinforces the behavior). But not standing up for yourself also
reinforces the behavior, in addition to betraying yourmorals and sacrificing
your self-respect. However, that doesn’t mean that we should be docile vic-
tims who’ve accepted our fate of being consistently and publicly sexualized.
Do what feels safe. Scream, call for help, raise your voice, attract attention
to the situation and the perpetrator. Alert bus drivers, store clerks, train
conductors, or whoever the authority is in the situation. Take pictures of
the offender ifthe situation is safe enough for you to do so. Don’t get into a
conversation or a power struggle, and don’t let them turn it around on you.
Make a commotion and vacate the situation, or leave as soon as possible if
that’s what decide is safest. Carry mace ifit makes you feel safer, but be cau-
tious because it could be used against you (look into a style with a wrist or
hand strap). I’m sick of the “travel in groups and/or don’t go out at night”
advice because it disempowers the individualand take's accountability away
from the instigator. A huge issue with this conversation is that it’s not just
some political debate, it’s the lives of women living in fear of violence.
Unhello,
Emily
To submit an anonymous question, visit guidance-counselor.tumblr.com.
by Emily August
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Good uith business?
Come be next year's business manager.
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There's strong. Then there's Army Strong. If you want to be a leader in
life, joining Army ROTC at Seattle University is the strongest way to
start. It provides hands-on leadership development. Plus you can earn a
full-tuition, merit-based scholarship. After graduation, you'll begin your
career as an Officer. With a start like that, there's no limit to what you
can achieve.
To get started, visit www.goarmy.com/rotc/ap56
U.S.ARMY 1
ARf
? 2008. Paid for by the United StateUVniny. All rights reserved.
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